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1 Introduction 
In this paper, we are concerned with the process of incrementally constructing nonlinear plana (;.e., plans 
represented as sets of actions whose order is only partially specified). Nonlinear planning [2] has long been 
considered to  have distinct advantages over linear planning systems such as STRIPS [8) and its descendents. 
One supposed advantage [IO] has to do with the idea that, by delaying commitment t o  the order in which 
independent actions are to  be performed, a planner can avoid unnecessary backtracking. Linear plaiincrs 
are often forced to  make arbitrary commitments regarding the order in which actions are to be carried 
out. Such arbitrary orderings often fail to lead to a solution and have to be reversed. By ordering only 
actions known to interact with one another (i.e., actions whose outcomes depend upon the order in which 
they are executed) the expectation was that nonlinear planners would avoid a lot of unnecessary work. 
The problem in getting delayed-commitment planning to work is that it is often dimcult to determine 
if two actions actually are independent. In order to determine whether or not two actions are independent, 
i t  is necessary to determine what the effects of those actions are. Unfortunately, in order to determine the 
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effects of an action a i t  is necessary to determine what is true prior to a being executed, and this in turn 
requires that we know the effects of those actions that precede a. In general there is no way to determine 
whether or not two actions are independent without actually considering all of the possible total orderiags 
involving those two actions. 
Planning depends upon the ability to predict the consequences of acting. Past planning systems capable 
of reasoning about partial orders (Le., nonlinear planners) have either employed weak (and often unsound) 
methods for performing predictive inference or they have sought to  delay prediction until the conditions 
immediately preceding an action are known with certainty. Delaying predictive inference can wrve to  
avoid inconsistency, but i t  CM also result in extensive backtracking in those very situations that nonlinear 
planners were designed to handle efficiently. 
It our contention that the initial success of Sacerdoti’s NOAH [lo] program and the promise of NOAH’II 
style of least-commitment planning has caused researchers to ignore important issues in reasoning with 
incomplete information. The idea of least-commitment planning is not the only reason for building plannerr 
capable of reasoning about partially ordered events. Most events will not be under a planner’r control 
and more often than not it will impossible to determine the order of all events with absolute certainty. 
Planning systems for realistic applications will have to reason about partially ordered events. 
In this paper, we consider the problem of reasoning about the effects of partially ordered actions. A 
theory for reasoning about the effects of actions (or, more generally, the consequences of events) is referred 
to as a causal fheory. We will describe a language for constructing causal theories that is capable of 
representing indirect effects and the effects of actions that depend upon the situation in which they are 
applied. We will describe a series of algorithms for reasoning about such causal theories. All of these 
algorithms are polynomial-time, incremental, and insensitive to the order in which facts are added to or 
deleted from the data base. We show that a particular algorithm is complete for causal theories in which 
the events are totally ordered, but is potentially inconsistent in cases where the events are not totally 
ordered. In [6] we show that the general problem of reasoning about conditional actions is NP-complete, 
and, in this paper, we provide a partial decision procedure that, while not complete, is provably sound. 
What this means for a planner constructing a plan is that the procedure is guaranteed not to misslead the 
planner into committing to  a plan that is provably impossible given what is currently known. If the decision 
procedure answers yes, then the conditions are guaranteed to hold in every totally ordered extension of 
the current partial order; if the decision procedure answers no, there is a chance that the conditions hold 
in every total order, but to determine this with certainty might require an exponential amount of time or 
space. 
2 Temporal Data Base Management 
In this section, we consider a particular type of inference system, referred to as a temporal dofa base 
management system (or TDBMS) (41, that is used to keep track of what is known about the order, duration, 
and time of occurrence of a set of events and their consequences. The user of a TDBMS is allowed to add 
two sorts of information: that which is unconditionally believed and that which is believed just in case 
certain conditions can be shown to hold. The former includes information concerning events that have 
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been obarved or are aasumed inevitable and information in the form of general rules that are believed to 
govern the physia of a particular domain. 
In specifying conditional beliefs, the user explicitly states what the conditions are, and the TDBMS 
ensures that  those beliefs (and their consequences) are preoent in the data baas jurt in came the conditions 
are met. This ir achieved through the use of doto dcpcndcncicr 17). In a TDBMs, the primary form of 
data dependency (in addition to those common in static situations) are concerned with some fact being 
true at a point in time or throughout an interval. In addition, there is a nonmonotonic form of temporal 
data dependency concerned with it being conrirtcnt to believe that a fact is not true at a point in time or 
during any part of an interval. Thew f o r m  of temporal data dependency are handled in the TDBMs ruing 
the mechanism of tcmporol rcodon mointcnoncc 141. Language construct8 are supplied in the TDBMS that 
allow an application program to  query the data base in order to  establish certain antecedent conditions 
(including temporal conditions) and then, on the basis of these conditions, to assert consequent predictions. 
These predictions remain valid just in CMO the antecedent conditions continue to  hold. 
Perhaps one of the most important and most overlooked characteristics of a temporal reasoning syrtem 
is the ability to  handle incomplete information of the sort one invariably encounters in realistic applications. 
For example, we seldom know the exact duration or time of occurrence of most cvents. Moreover, for tlioee 
durations and offsets we do know, they are seldom with respect to  a global framc of reference such as a clock 
or calendar. In the TDBMS, every point is a frame of reference, and it is possible to constrain the distance 
between any two points simply by specifying bounds on the distance in time separating the two points. 
By allowing bounds to be both numeric and symbolic, the same framework supports both qualitative (Le. 
ordering) and quantitative (distance) relationships. 
Another important aspect of reasoning with incomplete information has to do with the defuult character 
of temporal inference. In general, it is difficult to predict in advance how long a fact made true will persist. 
It would be convenient to leave it up  to the system to  decide how long facts persist based upon tho simple 
default rule [9] that a fact made true continues to be so until something serves to make it false. This 
is exactly what the TDBMS does. The term persistence is used to refer to an interval corresponding to a 
particular (type of) fact becoming true and remaining so for some length of time. A fact is determined to 
be true throughout an interval I just  in case there is a persistence that begins before the beginning of I 
and it can’t be shown t h a t  the persistence ends before the end of I. 
The TDBMS permits the specification of partial orders, but it imposes orderings in situations leading to 
potential incoherency. If the TDDMS encounters two persistence intervals of contradictory types that are not 
ordered with respect to one another, it prompts the calling program to  revolve the possible contradiction by 
either imposing an order or explicitly introducing a disjunction. By introducing a disjunction, the calling 
program effectively splits the data base, producing two time lines. The answers returned by queries to the 
TDBMS indicate the disjuncts that must be true for a query to succeed (Le., the particular time line that 
satisfies the query). There are also language constructs that allow a calling program to eliminate disjuncts 
(and hence time lines) that have been ruled out. Unfortunately, as we will see in Section 5, eliniinating 
explicit contradictions is not sufficient to ensure consistency in a system capable of making conditional 
predictions from a set of partially ordered events [I; .  Before we continue our discussion it will help to 
introduce some notation. 
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Relatiom. Let ll be the set of pointr corrwponding to the begin and end of weak in a p u t i e d u  
temporal data  bsse. We deflne a function DIST to denote the bmt known bound. on the distance in 
time separating two points. Given r1 ,q  E ll such that D I S T ( ~ ~ , ~ ~ )  = (low,high), we have: 
~1 4 ra CJ IW 1 - I) ptecedes sa 
. SI P cs (low,high) = (0,O) - rl u coincident with st 
11 5 ra e (T I  4 .a) v (TI  E %a) - r1 precedes or is coincident with sl 
X I  4~ ra CS h i g h 1  c - 11 poasibly precedes 
X I  A M  cs h i g h 1 0  - r1 possibly precedes or is coincident with "2 
Tokens. We denote a set of time token8 T = ( t o ,  t 1 , .  . .tn} for referring to intervals of time during which 
certain events occur or certain facts are known to become true and remain so for some period of 
time. The latter correspond to what we have bem calling persistencee. For a given token 1: 
0 BEGIN(t), END(&) E n. 
0  STATUS(^) E {IN,OUT), determined by whether the token is warranted (IN) or not (OUT) by the 
current premises and causal theory. 
0 TYPE(&) = P where P is an atomic predicate calculus formula with no variables 
DUR.ATION(I) = DIST(BECIN(~),  END@)) 
Types. As defined above, the type of an individual token ie an atomic formula with no variables (e.g., (on 
block14 table42)).  In general, any atomic formula, including those containing variables, can be 
used to specify a type. In describing the user interface, universally quantified variables are notated 
?variable-name, the scope of the variabIe being the entire formula in which i t  is contained (e.g., 
(on ?x ?y)). In describing the behavior of the inference system, we will use variables of the form 
t p  to quantify over tokens of type P (e.&, V t p  E T TYPE(tp) = P ) .  
3 Reasoning about Causality 
In the TDBMS, a causal theory is simply a collection of rules, called projection rufca, that are used to 
specify the behavior of processes. In the following rule, PI . . . P,,, QI . . .Qm, E, and 12 designate types, 
and delay and duration designate constraints (e.g., (~,m)). In: 
(project (and Pi.. . P,, 
(M (not (and 91.. .Qm);)) 
E delay R duration) 
PI..  P, and 81.. .Qm are referred to as antecedent conditions, E is the type of the triggering ewcnt, 
and R refers to the type of the consequent prediction. The above projection rule states that, if an event 
'The symbol t ir meant to denote an jnfiniterimal: J number greater than 0 and smsller than any positive number. 
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R2: (project (and PI . . . R,) 
E R) 
Figure 1: Hierarchically arranged projection and disabling rulm 
of type E occurs corresponding to the token t~ and PI . . .Pa are believed to be true at the outret' of tE  
and i t  is consistent to believe that  the conjunction of 91.. .Qm is not true at the outset of t ~ ,  then, after 
an interval of time following the end of t~ determined by dcloy, R will become true and remain eo for a 
period of time conntrained by duration (if dcfoy and duration are not specified, they default to  (0 ,O)  and 
(c, oo), respectively). In the following, we will be considering a restricted form of causal theory, called a 
type I theory, such that the delay always specifies a poeitive offset (causes always precede their effects). 
We also allow the user to specify rulea that nerve to dirabfr other rulea Ill]. Figure 1 rhows a rtandard 
projection rule RI and a pair of projection and disabling rules R2 and R3 that replace R1. The rule R3 is 
further conditioned by the rule R4. Assuming just the rulea R2, R3, and R4, any application of R2 with 
respect to a particular token t of type E is said to be abnormal with regard to t just in caae 91.. .Qm 
hold at the outset of t and it  is consistent to believe that  R3 ia not abnormal with regard to 1. The 
nonmonotonic behavior of type 1 causal theories is specified entirely in terms of disabling ruler and the 
default rule of persistence (see Section 2). In addition to their usefulness for handling various forma of 
incomplete information, disabling rules make it possible to reaaon about the consequences of simultaneous 
actions. The reader interested in a more detailed treatment of causal theories may refer to one of 141, 151, 
or [ I l l .  In parts of this paper, we will igncre disabling rules and speak of causal theories consisting solely 
of simple projection rufes of the form (project (and PI ... P,,) E R). 
One of the most problematic aspects of designing a temporal inference system involves defining precisely 
what it meons for a fact to be true a t  a point or throughout an interval (;.e., the conditions under which a 
query of the form T T ( f ,  11, Q) will succeed). As a first approximation, we offer the following definition, 
which we will refer to  M weok true thoughoul: 
'An .dternative formulation dcrcribed in I31 ~ta ter  that the antecedent condition8 of a projection rule must be true fihroughouf 
f i e  trigger event rather than true jurt 3t the outmt. Both formulations are rupported in the TDDMY, though we will only be 
diuusring the tNrlt-thO-OUtMt rorsulation in thio paper. 
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Figure 2: Weak projection 
In order to specify the behavior of a temporal inference system such aa the TDBMS, we alro n d  to 
define the criterion for inferring consequent zffecb from antecedent conditions via causal rules. Our first 
such criterion will be referred to aa weak projection (Figure 2) and is defined with respect to the general 
form of a projection rule (1). Weak true throughout and weak projection correspond to the msumption 
that ‘what you don’t know won’t hurt you.. Only thoae evknts that can be ahown to be ordered with 
respect to a particular point will have any effect at that point. As we will see in Section 5, there are some 
problems with this formulation. 
4 Transactions on the Data Base: the User Interface 
Every inference system provides some meam for the user to  specify rules (referred to collectively as a 
causal theory) for inferring additional consequences of the data  (referred to here as a set of boric fuc tr ) .  
An application program interacts with an inference system by adding and removing items from the set of 
basic facts ,  which in the TDBMS corresponds to a set of tokens and a set of constraints. The rtate of a 
temporal data baae is completely defined by a temporal constraint graph (TCC), consisting of the begin 
and end points of tokens and constraints between them, and a causal dependericy graph (CDC), consisting 
of dependency structures corresponding to tbe application of causal rules in deriving new tokens. Each 
transaction performed on the temporal data base results in changes to these two data  structures. The 
TDBMS is responsible for maintaining the temporal data base so that it captures exactly those consequencer 
that follow’from the causal theory and the current set of basic facts. 
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Generally, the c u d  theory remum 6 x d  for a puticulu application, and intoraction With the T D B W  
C O M U ~  of a rer ia  of truruetiom and q\uriw. A traamctm * n cowb of either adding or removing 
rome token or comtr.int from tho nt of buic facta. A query m u h  of predicate &dur formula 
corraponding to quation of tho form 'Could aorm k t  P k h o  wu p u t i c u l u  i n t a d  P An 
.Birrnative muwar returned by the TDBMS in wpom to rueh a query will indude a nt ol wumptioru 
necessary for concluding that the fact N indeed true. Any amortiom d e  on the bdr of the uuwer 
to ruch a query are made to depend upon there mumptions. There is .Ira a mechanum that enabler 
the TDBMS to detect and, with the auutanca of the calling program, rerrolve inconriatancim in the met of 
conat runta. 
6 Completeness and Consistency 
The primary murce of ambiguity in the TDBMS uiaa from the fact that the ret of conrtrunk mldom 
determinee a total ordering of the tokenr in T. Given that m a t  inferencam depend only upon what t 
true during intervals defined by pointr carmaponding to the begin and end of tokern in T, all that we u e  
really intereated in u what facta are true in what interval. io the different total ordcrings of time p in t a  
consistcnt with the initial ret of conrtrahtr. For each total ordering we can identify a unique rst of tokena 
that intuitively rhould k IN given a particular causal theory. 
Aa far a we are concerned, UI in/crence procedure ir fully r p i f i e d  by a criterion for inferrini conmoquent 
effects from antecedent cause- via causal rulea (e.& weak projection), a method for actually applying that 
criterion (an update algorithm), and a criterion for determining if a fact is true throughout rome interval 
(e.g., weak true throughout). We will say that a particular inference procedure ir complete for a c lur  
of causal theories, if for any w t  of bank facta and causal theory in the c l a ~ ,  the rtatementr of the form 
TT(PIx1,r2) warranted by the inference procedure are exactly t h m  that are true in all total orders 
consistcnt with the constraints in the TCC. Similarly. we will sav that an 1 
for a class of causal theories, if for any net of basic facts and causal theory in the class, each statement 
Tn?, X I ,  ~ 2 )  warranted by the inference procedure is true for any total order conristent with the .et of 
constraints. Given the preceding definitions, it ir army to show that the TDBMS is complete and mund for 
type 1 causal theories, assuming that the tokens in T are totally ordered [SI. 
In situations where the set of basic facts doea not determine a total order, it's easy to rhow that  the 
TDBMS can end up in a state with IN tokens that allow one to conclude statements of the form TT(p, 1 1 ,  q)  
that are not true in any totally ordered extension. One thing we might do to improve the chances of the 
TDBMS warranting only valid statements of the form TT(P, 1 1 ,  x z )  is strengthen the criterion for belief in 
a given token. We can determine a class of tokens that are said to be strongly protected, using the axiom 
in Figure 3. In these axioms and the rest of the paper, we use TB to denote the tokens in the set of basic 
facts. If the  set of constraints determines a total ordering, then the set of strongly protected tokens is 
identical to the set of tokens that are IN, but genedly the former is a subset of the latter. Using this 
notion of strongly protected, we can define a stronger true throughout criterion that we will refer to as 
strong true throughout: 
Figure 3: Strong protuctioa defined for rimple projection ruler 
I 
Figurn 4: Improbably weak projection defined for simple projection rulea 
As it turns out, weak projection and strong true throughout rtill do not constitute a sound inference 
procedure. We can show that, even when we reatrict ourselves to strongly protected tokens, moot inkresting 
decision problems are intractable. In fact, we can prove that the problem of determining if “(P ,  XI, x z )  is 
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true for a type 1 c a d  theory, with or without dbablingdr, im NP-eornpJeb 161. Althourh eornpleteneaa i. 
computationally infeuible, it L pouible to d e v k  .II infemna procedure that L both round and capable of 
performing weful prediction. F h t ,  w provide criterion for generating cowoquent predictiona that talcem 
into account every conmquence that might be true in any total order, called improhbfg w e d  projection 
(Figure 4). Second, we provide a criterion for trx ?L%=ghe-i! ?h:t ZG& only if the conasponding 
formula will be true in all total dllem consistent with the current wt of comtruntr. We de6ne impoba6fg 
rtronf true thugihouk 
There is a simple decision procedure for generating all consequences and computing the mt  of rtrongly 
protected tokens. Let T1 = TB, and initially assume that no tokens are strongly protected. Lat i = 1. To 
compute the consequences of Ti, e t  Ti+l = Ti, compute the consequent tokens of each token in Ti using 
the criterion of improbably weak projection, and add any now tokens to Ti+l. Continue to compute new 
consequent tokens in this manner incremcnting i as needed until Ti = Ti+l. Set T = Ti. At thb point, 
perform a sweep forward in time (relative to the current partial order) determining for each token in T 
whether or not it is strongly protected and the status, IN or OUT, of each ita consequents. In 161, we prove 
that this decision procedure is sound for a partially ordered set of tokens, and sound and complete for a 
totally ordered set. 
In the same paper, we give two incremental update algorithm with polynomial-time worst case be- 
havior, one for weak projection and weak true throughout, and one for improbably weak projection and 
improbably strong true throughout. The latter algorithm does not model the decision procedure given 
above-there is a more complicated procedure with the same behavior that is more efficient by a constant 
factor. We prove that these algorithms support exactly the conclusions licensed by their respective infer- 
ence methods. Proving that the algorithms terminate is in one sense impossible. Using the TDBMS and a 
type 1 causal theory with arithmetic functions (e.g., (p ro j ec t  (contents  ? r e g i s t e r  ?n) (increment 
? reg i s t e r )  (conten ts  ? r e g i s t e r  (+ 1 ?n)))) ,  we can easily simulate a Turing machine. There are a 
number of methods for either restricting what the user can encode in a causal theory or limiting the scope 
of the inferences computed by the TDBMS in such a way that we can guarantee that the update terminates. 
By limiting the scope of the inferences computed by the TDBMS, we potentially sacrifice completeness, bu t  
we have shown that to ensure completeness may require an exponential amount for time tor other reasons. 
6 Conclusions 
This paper is coricerned with computational approaches to reasoning about time and causality, particularly 
in domains invclving partial orders and incomplete information. We have described a class of causal theories 
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involving a carefully reetricted u# of nonmonotonit inference, capable of reprumenting conditional eflata 
and the effeck of rimultaneour actionr. We rhowad in [e] that the decirion problem for nontrivial inference 
qstems involving conditional effecta and partially ordered eventa ir NP-complete. h an alternative b 
complete but potentially exponential-time inference procedure, we have dercribed a dochion procedure, for 
which there in an incremental polynomial-time algorithm, that generater a ureful rube t  of t h  inferemen 
that will be true in all total orden conairtent with the initially rpecifled partial order. The dection 
procedure is provably sound and the resulting conclusions are guaranteed consistent if the underlying 
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